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_ cartridge cases in this matter and concerning the metal fragments from the 

i seer — EIDE core_or fragments of the lead core... .. Frm eke Se eens © enema owe - i nse 
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_ case evidence in the Cswald matter are based upon a microscopic study of the 
individual characteristic markings impressed in the surfaces of the bullets and 
cartridge cases by the mechanism of the weapon and upon a microscopic 

+ suspected wearon. Since the markings left by 2 weapon on a bullet or cartricze | 
“case. are characteristic of that weapon, a suspected bullet or cartridge ease =~ 

‘weapon, It is noted in this regard that the rifle bullets involved in this matter 

teineat ISTE bY a gun barrel in such a situction apnear only on the metal jacket an 
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February 7, 1964 
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Honorable J. Lee Rankin SO St OO mo, RS 
General Counsel é a. 

209 Maryland Avenue, Northeast 

Dear Mr. Rankin: - 
Ss > _ : . . . - a = ~—_ eon 

Reference is made to your letter of February 4, 1954, inquiving as to 
the basis for the conclusions with respect to the identification of the bullcts and 

President's head. : 

Firearms identifications such as those made on the bullet and cartridge 
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comparison of those markings with those. produced on test specimens -fired from the oH 

bearing such mar*ings, in general, can definitely be identified as having been 
fired from a particular weapon. These identifications are thus based on sound 
scientific principles which have been accepted in court for many years. 
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The metal fragments from the President's head are very small picccs 
of lezd which bear no markings that could be used for identification purposes ari, 
therefore, there is no basis on which they could definitely be associated with any    

   

   

  

‘OFBTead core surrounded by a copper alloy jacket; the identifying 
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      J. Lee Rankin 
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NOTE: The bullet found on the stretcher at the hospital, specimen QI, and the 
large bullet fragments, Q2 and Q3, found in the President's automobile-were , 
identified in the Laboratory as having been fired from the Mannlicher-Carcano - . 
rifle submitted in this case and which was identified as belonging to Oswald, ©: +» 
The three cartridge cases found in the Texas School Book Depository Building =... . 
were definitely identified in the Laboratory as having been fired in the submitted -- 
rifle. Several cartridge cases recovered in connection with the shooting of 
Officer Tippett were ideritified as having been fired in the . 88 Special Smith 
and Wesson revolver, SN V510210. - , o re 

  

  

The tiny lead fragments removed from the President's head bore no 
markings suitable for identification purposes. To further our study in respect .. .. 
to these small fragments, a spectrographic examination was made of them and ~~ ay 
the y were found to be composed of a bullet alloy comparable in compositionto 
the core of the fragments from the President's automobile; however, this is not 
sufficient to definitely establish that they are from a bullet fired from Oswald's 
gun. . oo, 
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